This paper presents two parameter tying techniques which enable a trade-off between computational cost and recognition performances of a speaker independent flexible speech recognition system working over the telephone network. Parameter tying is conducted at phonetic and acoustic levels.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate contextual representation produces an efficient speaker independent flexible speech recognition system. This flexible, i.e. task independent, system requires an important number of parameters. Parameter tying techniques may be a solution where a good trade-off between recognition p e r f o m c e s and number of parameters is obtained.
Efficient speech recognition techniques have to take into account acoustic variations due to phonetic contexts. At the phonetic level, a well-known contextual representation may be achieved with a mphone modeling. However, a reliable estimate of some context-dependent units may be difficult. Indeed, some units insufficiently represented in the training corpus are badly estimated. Here, parameter tying aims at robust contextdependent models with a reduced number of parameters [ 1 ] . To do this, allophone modeling merges contexts which have similar effect on the acoustic realization of a given sound 121. This study aims to employ parameter tying techniques to control the amount of model parameters without penalizing the word error rate. Two parameter tying techniques are developed and evaluated in the frame of a speaker independent flexible speech recognition system over the telephone network. At the phonetic level, allophones and triphones are combined to obtain a reliable estimate while limiting the number of parameters. At the acoustic level, a parameter tying is applied to optimize the acoustic space description when multi-Gaussian models are used.
PHONETIC LEVEL
At the phonetic level, considering the contextual effect allows a more relevant phoneme based acoustic modeling 181.
Allophones and Triphones
A triphone is a contextual modeling of a phoneme which depends on its right and left contexts. Every triphone model has its own parameter set. An allophone holds all the contextual realization of a phoneme [9] . Each sound is represented by a single model with several entry and exit states where tying of the probability density function is applied. Parameter tying allows to reduce total number of parameters (of all the units). In this model, a path from an entry state to an exit state represents an allophone. This results in a better estimate of these parameters when limited amount of training data is available. Unlke triphone, the allophone uses an a priori parameter tying.
Because of the tying of the parameters in the allophone modeling, its estimate needs less training data than for mphone modeling. The difference between allophone and mphone is based on a trade-off between a comct model parameters estimate and a detailed modeling. To achieve the compromise, combination of allophone and mphone modeling is proposed.
Combining Allophones and Triphones
Combination between allophone and mphone, in a given phonetic context, consists in choosing the mphone whenever it is reliably estimated and the allophone otherwise. The reliability criterion is the number of triphone occurences in the training corpus.
More precisely, the combinaaon between allophone and mphone uses a threshold on the number of occurences used to estimate phonetic models during the training. With a low threshold, the combined model uses too many mphones that may be badly estimated, which decreases the recognition performances. A high threshold results in a more reliable estimate of the phonetic units parameters. However, the obtained models are less detailed since a large amount of allophones is used. The threshold should be optimised in order to get a good compromise between an accurate modeling and a reliable estimate of the parameters.
Experimental results are reported in section 42..
ACOUSTIC LEVEL
Increasing the number of components of multi-Gaussian dismbutions improves the recognition performances if sufficient training data are available. However, it also increases the computational cost. To overcome this problem, merging strategy is applied to Gaussian densities.
Gaussian Density Splitting
In the proposed approach, the considered multiGaussian dismbutions are caracterised by the number of used Gaussian densities. Consider two models A . , with n, Gaussian densities and A , with n, Gaussian densities. If xpn,, model Ac generally provides better recognition performances than An,, especially in a case of no over-training. To increase the number of Gaussian densities, a splitting is performed. Splitting consists in slightly permrbing the initial parameter set for those components which were estimated from a sufficient number of examples. This splitting is performed at the beginning of the training phase where parameters are reestimated. Thus, each Gaussian function with parameters, c,, where E is the mean perturbation factor and ($) the diagonal parameters vector of'& The number of Gaussian densities is approximately multiplied by 2 after every splitting. So, to reduce the number of parameters a merging technique is applied.
Gaussian Density Merging
Let assume that model Ae is obtained by splitting from model An, and that mergmg of the densities of the model A,, is performed to obtain the same number of parameters as in the first one, A"..,.
A, , , , denotes the parameter set of the resulting model.
We should have in principle:
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The error rate reduction obtained after a splitting between Am* and An, will be compared in the section 4.3. with the error rate reduction after a splitting and a merging between A , , ,
and A-,.
The main idea is that after merging the Gaussian densities, each mulu-Gaussian still has the same number of components, which are shared with other multi-Gaussian of the model. SO, if the merging process does produce reliable merged Gaussian functions, the merged model is as accurate as the original one. Moreover, this merging may avoid an over-training phenomenon when the amount of training data is limited. So, the merged model m a y provide better description of the acoustical space than the original model. Here, a clustering strategy is applied to merge Gaussian densities.
The closeness of some Gaussian functions leads to merge these functions. Denote N(.; p,, Z,) and N(.: k, 4) two Gaussian functions to which n, and n, acoustical frames have been associated. The distance between these two functions is measured as the decrease in the likelihood of the corresponding training set observation after merging 171. Denote d the acoustic space dimension. the distance D is given by: If these two Gaussian functions are merged, the resulting function has a number of frames equal to the sum of the number of frames associated to the functions that are merged. Its parameters p, and e after a weight normalisation, are estimated by:
n, = n, 1 (n, + nz = n, 1 (n, + 14)
P, = n; . pIi + n; . k, b;L = n; . q, + n2 . e$ +n; . n; . (p,, -k,)'
EXPERIMENTS
Parameter tying techniques are evaluated in a flexible speech recognition system on several telephone databases.
Training and Test Databases
The Table 2 : Total number of triphones used in the modeling as a function of the number of occurmces in the training set.
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Phonetic Tying Tests
The Figure 1 describe the variation of error rate as a function of the ratio between the combined model Gaussian density number and the allophone based model Gaussian density number.
Results arc presented with different occurrence thresholds S (see section 2.2.). Occurrence thresholds represent the minimum number of triphone occurences in the uaining set. The Gaussian density number is a function of this threshold. The first point is that for all databases an optimal Occurrence threshold S exists for which the error rate is lower than for the allophone based modeling and the combined modeling with W.
Combination of allophone and mphone modeling leads to a maximum error rate reduction of 37% for the Digits, 12% for the Tregor and 6% for the Numbers compared with the reference allophone model. The error rate improvement is linked to the mphone covering described in the Table 2 .
The increasing of the amount of Gaussian densities compared with the allophone model in the case of a maximum error rate reduction is 32% for D i g i t s , 78% for Tregor and 22% for Numbers. The trade-off between computational cost and recognition performances is clearly linked to the phonetic covering of the test databases.
Acoustic Tying Tests
The current experiments involve an initial allophone based modeling. The reference model is a multi-Gaussian model with 1
Gaussian component Three successive splimngs are applied on the reference model and after each splitting the corresponding model is trained. At each step, a merging is applied in order to obtain the same number of Gaussian densities as for the model before splitting. Figure 2.3 and 4 show the error rate obtained in these two different cases, the splitting only case and the splitting and merging case. In the optimal case, the model obtained after splitting and merging yields a 28% error rate reduction for the Digits, 30% for the Tregor and 21% for the Numbers, as compared to the reference model having the same total amount of Gaussian densities.
Results show a correlation between the m o r rate reduction provided by splitting only and the error rate reduction provided by splitting and merging on the same initial model. Moreover, the best error rate improvement after splimng only is associated with the optimal improvement after splitting and merging of the reference model. In this case, the merging provides a better acoustic modeling than the reference model. Experiments confirm thus the efficiency of this procedure of splitting and merging to optimize the acoustic space modeling.
CONCLUSION
The combination of allophone and triphone modeling leads to a better trade-off beween computational cost and recognition performances as compared to a reference allophone modeling. This is particularly the case for flexible speech recognition when the triphones present in the training corpus accurately cover the tested corpus.
At the acoustic level, the proposed splitting and merging procedure selects the most appropriate acoustic model. The optimization of the acoustic model proposed in the procedure is a key parameter to solve-the flexible system problem, i.e. an efficient covering of the acoustic space and a relatively low computational cost.
